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“When people are free to do as they please, they 
usually imitate each other”. 
Eric Hoffer, The Passionate State of Mind

The third report, and the first with an earnings 
season. Earnings season, the first of the New 
Year kicks off with Alocoa reporting on Monday. 
Earnings season throws in a variable that, for 
a swing based system or methodology, adds 
some real randomness. Analyst expectations and 
projections are so historically inaccurate, it’s not 
even worth looking at them.

The technicals, unfortunately can be completely 
invalidated through some of the major or 
bellweather stocks either missing, or beating 
their estimates. Here I rely on the economic 
fundamentals and the law of large numbers 
somewhat more than I might otherwise.

Inflationary pressures, viz. artificially low interest 
rates, will create nominal gains through earnings 

season on aggregate. There will be misses, but 
here the advantage of being diversified through 
500 common stocks pays dividends so to speak.

Index Metrics - Technical:
[i] Oscillator: [Hold Long]
[ii] Regression analysis -

Approaching resistance: [Hold Long]
[iii] Propriety + propriety: [Hold Long]
[iv] Paired securities - Rising inflation 

expectations, static rates. Momentum 
positive.[Hold Long]

[v] 5 day trend: Rising trend. Lower 
boundary already tested. Higher prices.
[Hold Long]

[vi] 3 month trend: Rising trend. Proceed 
higher from gap, gap filled. [Hold Long]

[vii] 2 year trend: Trend higher. approaching 
technical resistance. [Hold Long]
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Disclaimer:
The information found in this report should not be considered to be investment advice. Any investment decisions you make should be based 
solely on your evaluation of your financial circumstances, investment objectives, risk tolerance, and liquidity needs. The author is not a registered 
investment advisor and does not represent the information in this report as a recommendation for readers to buy or sell the securities under 
discussion. All information contained herein is believed to be accurate at the time the information is posted. However, it is possible that errors 
may exist n this report. The reader should conduct his or her own due diligence and not, under any circumstances, rely on any of the information 
presented on this site. All liability for the content of this report, including any omissions, inaccuracies, errors, or misstatements is expressly 
disclaimed. Always complete your own due diligence. The author will disclose positions held in securities under discussion at the time of posting.

Recommendation for ‘Swing Trades”:

• hold long position.
Recommendation for The duCati system:

• hold long position, take no action.

Optional Methodology:
I will be taking no action within either strategy. I 
will continue to hold both strategies long. No sell 
signals have been triggered, therefore, I continue 
to hold both strategies long. 

If interested, simply click on ‘newsletterresults’ 
on the blog. As of today, the strategies are 50% 
in the market with ‘open profits’ and 49% cash.

I will discuss further implications of the two 
strategies, and some of the issues that concern 
the two strategies on the blog.

Until next week,

jog on
duc

Technical Analysis:
In all timeframes, the trend is rising, with space 
for prices to increase. $130.00 presents as an 
area of price that could potentially trigger a 
correction, or lower prices. This area has already 
been tested, resulting in a price correction, the 
lower prices were rejected, and the upwards 
trend resumed. Technically, I would expect 
the resistance to be breached, the factor of an 
earnings season however, could, possibly present 
a random outcome.

Summary:
Earnings season, introduces an element of 
additional uncertainty into the markets. Traders 
are wont to shoot first ask questions later. 
Earnings can therefore increase volatility. To an 
extent the volatility is smoothed through holding 
500 common stocks, even a handful of real 
surprise/shock results, can be absorbed.

The signal remains hold long. In any system, 
potential drawdowns from starting capital, or 
open profits should be expected and allowed for. 
As already stated, due to the continuing inflation 
from the Federal Reserve, nominal earnings, 
would be expected, on aggregate, to be higher. 
Inflation expectations continue to rise, and this 
expectation is reflected in the trend of common 
stocks, exacerbated via static interest rates from 
the Federal Reserve.


